CONGRATULATIONS!
The following routines have advanced to our Virtual Big Show!!!

PREMIER NOVICE/INTERMEDIATE BIG SHOW

NOVICE PETITE SMALL GROUPS
#1 - POLKA-DOT DOOR - Carolina Dance Company of the Blue Ridge Mountains
#2 - AY CARAMBA - Ashley’s Dance Company
#3 - DREAM - The Dance Experience Company

NOVICE PETITE LARGE GROUPS
#4 - LITTLE WHITE CHURCH - Showcase Of Stars

NOVICE JUNIOR SMALL GROUPS
#5 - HARD KNOCK LIFE - Showcase of Stars
#6 - A HISTORY LESSON - The Dance Experience Company

NOVICE JUNIOR LARGE GROUPS
#7 - PRAYER - Dance Fever
NOVICE TEEN SMALL GROUPS

#8 - FABULOUS - The Dance Experience Company

INTERMEDIATE PETITE LARGE GROUPS

#1 - IT’S THE HARD KNOCK LIFE - Ashley’s Dance Company
#2 - BABY TAKE A BOW - Expressenz Dance Center

INTERMEDIATE JUNIOR SMALL GROUPS

#3 BREATHE - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company

INTERMEDIATE JUNIOR LARGE GROUPS

#4 - JET SET - Ashley's Dance Complex

INTERMEDIATE TEEN SMALL GROUPS

#5 - GIVE IT UP - T-N-T Extreme Dance
#6 - AMEN - The Arts Center
#7 - ON FIRE - Carolina Dance Company of the Blue Ridge Mountains
#8 - MAMMA MAKES THREE - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company

INTERMEDIATE TEEN LARGE GROUPS

#9 - GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD - The Arts Center
#10 - GREASE - T-N-T Extreme Dance
INTERMEDIATE SENIOR SMALL GROUPS

#11 - LIVE LIKE LEGENDS - T-N-T Extreme Dance

INTERMEDIATE SENIOR LARGE GROUPS

#12 - BRITNEY - T-N-T Extreme Dance
#13 - CARRY ME HOME - The Arts Center

ELITE ADVANCED BIG SHOW & TITLE SHOWDOWN

11 & UNDER GRAND LINES

#1 - MY FACE - Power Worx Dance

ELITE PETITE MISS NEXSTAR – TITLE SHOWDOWN

#2 - TO GET TO THE BIG TIME - Larkin - Krystie’s Dance Academy
#3 - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A CAT - Marlo - Expressenz Dance Center
#4 - MISS BANANA - Riley - Ashley’s Dance Complex
#5 - LITTLE JAZZ BIRD - Lucia -Expressenz Dance Center
#6 - SUNSHINE - Emma -Sloan’s Dance Studio
ADVANCED PETITE SMALL GROUPS

#7 - SPEECHLESS - Power Worx Dance
#8 - PLEASE, MR. POSTMAN - Expressenz Dance Center
#9 - SPICE - Ashley's Dance Complex

ADVANCED PETITE LARGE GROUPS

#10 - ARE WE THERE YET - Power Worx Dance
#11 - LET IT BE - Expressenz Dance Center

ELITE JUNIOR MISS NEXSTAR — TITLE SHOWDOWN

#12 - RESCUE - Camryn - Expressenz Dance Center
#13 - GOTTA GET A GIMMICK - Macy - Ashley’s Dance Complex
#14 - HOW WILL I KNOW - Sloane - Power Worx Dance
#15 - REAL BIG SPENDER - Kherington - Krystie’s Dance Academy
#16 - ON BROADWAY - Kate - Expressenz Dance Center

ADVANCED JUNIOR SMALL GROUPS

#17 - COLORBLIND - LDT Dance Centre
#18 - BELIEVE - Power Worx Dance
#19 - LISTEN - Expressenz Dance Center

ADVANCED JUNIOR LARGE GROUPS

#20 - BIG NOISE - Expressenz Dance Center
#21 - THE SCIENTIST - Power Worx Dance
2020 Summer Nationals Remix
*GATLINBURG*

ADVANCED JUNIOR LINES

#22 - FEELS SO GOOD - Expressenz Dance Center
#23 - LIGHT FANTASTIC - Power Worx Dance

ELITE TEEN MISS NEXSTAR — TITLE SHOWDOWN

#24 - RUN TO YOU - Laney - Power Worx Dance
#25 - MAN OF LAMANCHA - Jenna - Expressenz Dance Center
#26 - GIVE ME ONE REASON - Jenna - Expressenz Dance Center
#27 - AIN’T NO OTHER MAN - Ellie - Power Worx Dance
#28 - A SONG FOR EUROPA - Emily - Expressenz Dance Center

ELITE TEEN MISTER NEXSTAR — TITLE SHOWDOWN

#29 - THE CORNER - Nayte - Legacy Dance Studio

ADVANCED TEEN SMALL GROUPS

#30 - WORK - Carolina Dance Company of the Blue Ridge Mountains
#31 - NEED ME - Power Worx Dance
#32 - HERE I COME - LDT Dance Centre
#33 - MINI SKIRT - Expressenz Dance Center
#34 - INDESTRUCTIBLE - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company

ADVANCED TEEN LARGE GROUPS

#35 - BOTTOM OF THE RIVER - Expressenz Dance Center
#36 - COURAGE - LDT Dance Centre
#37 - VIVA! ASPIRE! - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company
#38 - VIENNA - Power Worx Dance
ADVANCED TEEN LINES

#39 - SHOCK - Power Worx Dance

ELITE MISS NEXSTAR — TITLE SHOWDOWN

#40 - BIG SPENDER - Lanae - Expressenz Dance Center
#41 - CLOSURE - Ellie - Power Worx Dance
#42 - I WON’T - Jessica - Power Worx Dance
#43 - I’LL GET BY - Emily - The Arts Center
#44 - I DREAMED - Morgan - Power Worx Dance

ELITE MISTER NEXSTAR — TITLE SHOWDOWN

#45 - LIGHT - Gavin - Power Worx Dance
#46 - AIN’T NO SUNSHINE - Alex - Turning Pointe Dance Academy
#47 - THIS EVENING - Jaden - Power Worx Dance

ADVANCED SENIOR SMALL GROUPS

#48 - NZ SENIORS 2020 - Expressenz Dance Center
#49 - DON’T STOP BELEVIN’ - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company
#50 - I GAVE YOU ALL - LDT Dance Centre
#51 - I’LL BE - POWER WORX DANCE
#52 - SINK BACK INTO THE OCEAN - The Arts Center
ADVANCED SENIOR LARGE GROUPS

#53 - SUMMER GAMES - Expressenz Dance Center
#54 - ONE LOVE - Center Stage Dance Studio Aspire Dance Company
#55 - FLAUNT IT - Power Worx Dance

ADVANCED SENIOR LINES

#56 - SURRENDER - Power Worx Dance
#57 - X-NZ - Expressenz Dance Center

12 & UNDER GRAND LINES

#58 - LOST PHAROAHS - Power Worx Dance

SATURDAY, JULY 11

PREMIER INTERMEDIATE & NOVICE — 12:00 pm
ELITE ADVANCED/TITLE SHOWDOWN — 5:00 pm

View on our website — www.nexstarcompetition.com